It is almost that time of the year again, Valentine’s Day and most people are torn between being hopeful and dreading it.

Make it fun for yourself by looking for simple entertainment value. Media coverage of power couples buying gifts, expressing love, and PDA, will be in full force this year. If you are not spoken for yet, this day is for self-care, so pamper yourself.

This is THE RALLY Magazine’s debut list of “Love & Politics.” We are putting together a list of a few people that caught our eye to give you some entertaining insights into the world of politics.

Get comfortable, pull out your favorite blanket, and enjoy various couple matches to keep us entertained.
OUR POLITICAL POWER COUPLE PICKS

Kamala Harris and Douglas Craig Emhoff
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While most attention goes to Hollywood celebrities, models, and musicians, politicians have a lot going on in the romance department.

Well, you probably saw this coming, but no one will ever hold back their admiration for this couple. They have been together for over six years, and they are currently the most admirable couple. They are supportive relationship goals.

Joe and Jill Biden
The couple has been together for 43 years. The first couple has been through it all together, successes and failure, and not for a moment thought of leaving each other’s side. They are not afraid to show affection through fun, words of affirmation, touch and healthy love language expression.

What surprises should we expect from the couple on Valentine’s day? Only time will tell! Stay tuned.

**Mitch McConnell and Elaine Chao**
The couple is famous for getting married on Ronald Reagan’s birthday. The couple has been together for 25 years and has shown unwavering support for each other. There is a lot they have accomplished together, and their love life is interesting to follow. This is one political couple that you would want to be.

**OUR CUTEST POLITICAL COUPLE PICKS**

Since we are in the spirit of nominating political couples for the different awards categories, let’s talk about the cutest politically royal couples. Our picks are Kate, William, Meghan, and Harry.

**Kate Middleton and Prince William**
We have all seen their cute photos capturing their PDA moments. The Duchess and the Prince are not your regular couple. Paparazzi capture their love life and glances in showstopping images. Thank goodness for the media freezing a moment in time for us when we can’t be there.

When out and about, they have been spotted wearing ‘his and hers’ outfits, matching face masks, holding hands, going for vacations, and doing tons of other things that cute couples do.

Judging how lovingly the couple looks at each other, their Valentine’s day plans are likely to be a special date night, with flowers, an exchange of thoughtful gifts, and quality time. Prince William has the reputation of being a romantic, and he will certainly not disappoint on the lovers’ day. Probably we will also get to hear Prince William call her beautiful, again.

**Ayanna Pressley and Conan Harris**
Another cute couple worth having in your watch. Their wedding photos and hearty anniversary messages will leave you green with envy.

Ilhan Omar and Tim Mynett
The adorable couple considers themselves partners in politics and partners in life. Though still fresh in their marriage, which started in 2018, they are a force to reckon with!

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Riley Roberts
Though Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has managed to keep her life private for a long time, her relationship somehow got to the media. We have seen cute pictures of the couple showing affection and the kind of PDA we all love.

Though the relationship is just coming to the public, the couple has been together since college.

**Tulsi Gabbard and Abraham Williams**
This couple is known for their love for water sports. The couple even got engaged on a surfboard. This is not one of the cliché couples: they have a pretty exciting relationship and life.

Nikki and Michael Haley
South Carolinians through and through – The pair met as undergraduates at Clemson University and when Nikki served as governor of South Carolina, Michael became the first ever First Gentleman of South Carolina. Two kids later...We love to see college sweethearts make it!

**Don Lemon and Tim Malone**
The couple’s engagement broke the internet. The couple used their dogs as props for announcing that they would get married. Oh! And their Instagram photos are perfect!

**Chris Cuomo and his wife**
The couple has been together for 19 years, and they have a cute family too. Their wedding was spectacular, and they are considered a match made in heaven.

Joshua Hawley and his wife Erin
The couple is always spotted together in campaigns, and they are each other’s greatest support system. Their pictures online are adorable.

Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner
Also known as the picture-perfect couple, Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner are the ultimate relationship goals. They have been spotted holding hands, taking walks, attending events, and having candlelit dinners at the beach.

They have achieved a lot together, too, making them a political couple to look up to.

Meghan Markle and Prince Harry
Meghan Markle and Prince Harry are the definitions of royal couples’ aspirations and goals. The couple never disappoints when it comes to serving PDA moments until we are all left green with envy. There are cute camera couple moments everywhere you go, on the internet, billboards, political articles, website, you name it. They have been spotted at ceremonies smiling lovingly and looking at each other with utmost adoration as their significant other addresses the public.

THE MOST ELIGIBLE POLITICAL BACHELORETTES

Stacy Abrams
Stacy Abrams is a catch and a significant force in Georgia. She is a natural woman who is not afraid to win, and we are all looking forward to who wins her heart. She could have something in store for us this year.

Nancy Mace
Nancy Mace, the first Republican woman ever elected to Congress from South Carolina, makes our most eligible bachelorette list. The congresswoman is a single mom and an accomplished businesswoman. Potential suitors should know that she’s a fan of the Waffle House and loves going to the gun range.

THE MOST ELIGIBLE POLITICAL BACHELORS

Cory Booker
Yes. Cory Booker dated actress Rosario Dawson back in 2018 but has never married. Though Cory Booker has a private life, he is still an eligible bachelor. Why is he a person of interest this Valentine’s season? Well, watch the media feeds. Who knows, maybe he will come out with a new relationship.

**Aaron Schock**
Hunky Aaron Schock has an exciting party life. He recently stirred controversy for voting against LGBTQ while spotted partying with shirtless gay men. A Valentine’s Day person of interest of eligible bachelors of the political scene.

People are curious about the six-pack, well-endowed politician and who he dates. We are all counting on lovers’ day to provide some hints if anyone in Schock’s life. So, keep watching.

**OUR PICKS FOR FAB POLITICAL COUPLES WHO WOULD MOST LIKELY ATTEND A HIP-HOP CONCERT**

*Barack and Michelle Obama*
Needless to say our favorite and powerful couple is Barack and Michelle Obama. However, we love them even more because they love hip-hop. Barack Obama extends invitations to rappers like Common and easily chats with them. In his 2008 campaign rally, he did the ‘brush the dirt off his shoulder’ to show that he is conversant and skilled with legendary dance moves.

His spokesperson also confessed that Barack had Jay-Z songs on his iPod. The couple’s playlist includes Nipsey Hussle, Jay-Z, and Beyonce with a workout playlist streaming hop-hop. We love it!

Marco Rubio and Jeanette Rubio
An adorable couple that loves family and also a match made in heaven. The couple is likely to attend a hip-hop concert. Marco Rubio does not hide his love for hip-hop music as he has been captured severally referencing hip-hop artists.

Since his wife loves the same things as him, she is likely to tag along to a hip-hop concert.

**THE TAKEAWAY**

This is THE RALLY Magazine’s annual Valentine’s Day picks for the year. We will be doing this every year, bringing you up to speed on exciting political love lives. Look out for more on political romance.
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